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Tropical beats and sounds are all the rage in the global dance music business right now - and this one is

for all you producers out there always looking for that perfect beat! Kuduro rhythms from Cape Verde,

Baile Funk straight outta Rio, Kwaito from the South African Townships, Tumba from the island of Aruba

acts like Afrojack, Major Lazer, Swedish House Mafia and many more have already taken influence from

all of these elements, and now it's your turn! From the hefty rave business of acts like Buraka Som

Sistema or Schlachthofbronx - musical excursions of Brackles, MA1 or Ossie, all the way to the varied

house syncopations by DJ Mujava, Osunlade or Radioslave these are the sounds that make a modern,

globalized world unite on the dancefloor! Prime Loops' latest pack "Tropical ShakeUp" is a Shambhala

filled to the roof with big beat arrangements and truly rocking Global House Drum loops & samples. Tons

of percussion instruments unravel in these loops from traditional congas and toms to berimbau, from

digital drum effects to far-away Sci-Fi noises. "Tropical ShakeUp" is subdivided into three parts: Full-on

tropical drum loops, tropical drum loops without the kick drums and the one-shots, giving you each and

every sound contained in the previous crates as a sample to work with: claps, hats, kicks, percs, shakers,

snares, toms and FX. All beats in "Tropical ShakeUp" have been recorded and mastered in the high

quality you've come to expect from Prime Loops' sonic grand wizards. And as usual, the 400+ loops and

samples contained in "Tropical ShakeUp" are all 100 royalty free and supremely mastered at 24/44.1 Bit

rate, letting you create big tunes without any limitations whatsoever. Now, we won't say "The World Is

Yours with this pack but its sounds sure are! This is the .WAV version. You can find many other specialist

formats including Apple Loops, Reason Refill, Rex2 Loops, Akai MPC and Ableton Live Pack over at

primeloops.com
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